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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Defence for Justin Mugenzi (the "Defence") recently came into 
possession of seven redacted witness statements (the "Statements") that the 
Prosel:utor, it is alleged, inappropriately failed to disclose during the course of this 
triaL The Defence asserts that the Statements are all "made by fanner members of the 
RPF either personally concerned in the infiltration of Government held areas in 1994 
or with personal knowledge of the activities of others in so doing."1 

2. On 14 October 2008, the Defence moved for an order directing the Prosecutor 
to fonTially disclose the Statements and pem1ining the Defence to reopen its case in 
order to call some or all of the relevant witnesses.2 

3. The Prosecutor objects to the Motion. arguing, inter alia, that evidence of RPF 
infiltration is already before the Chamber and therefore the Defence has failed to 
demonstrate any exceptional circumstance> that would justifY reopening Mugenzi"s 

' '=· 
4. This is the second time the Defence has sought leave to reopen its case; on 10 
June 2008. the Chamber denied a similar motion to reopen based on the disclosure of 
four statements detailing RPF acttvities in Government held territories.' The 
Chamber found that the statements were not exculpatory under Rule 68 (A) of the 
Rules of Procedure and Evidence.' The Chamber further noted that the Defence 
failed to "show how [evidence of possible commissions of offences by the RPF] 
would tend to disprove material facts alleged against Mr. Mugenzi, or undem1ine the 
credibility ofthe evidence intended to prove those facts.''" 

DISCUSSION 

&quest to Reopen Mugenzi's Defence 

5. According to the jurisprudence of the Tribunal, a Trial Chamber may order a 
case 10 be reopened only in exceptional circumstances.' 

' Tire Prosccu/or v Camnir Bt=rmungu et a/. Cas<: No. lCTR-99-50· T. «Justin Mugenzi"s Motion for 
Formal Di<oclosure and for Lea-·e to ReoJ>On his Defemc'". fLied by the Defence for Justin Mugenzi on 
14 October 200&, para 1 I (the "Motion"). 
'/d .. para. 16. 
''"Pro:;oturor"s Response ((l Ju><in Mugen>r"s Mot, on for Fonnal Disclosure and L-eave to Roo)>l'n h1s 
Defence of 14 O<l<lber 2008"", !i1ed by the Pros<:<utor on 17 Ootober 2008. paras. 6, 7 (the 
""Prosotutor"s Respon<e""). 
'Bdmunp er ~1. DeoiSIOn on Justin Mugen>i"s Motion for funherCertrfied Dr><.lo:,urc and Lea" to 
Reopon hi> D<fcncc(TC), filed on 10 June 2008. 
'IJ. para. 20. 
' ld, para. 22. 
'See B~imungu el a/. Dedsion on Justin Mugenzi"s MotiM for further Certifu:d Disclosure and 
Ua>c to R<(lpen his Defence'", 10 June 2008. para. 20; Prosec•lor>. Delalic e1 a/ .. Cll:le No· Ir ·96·21· 
T, Judgement (A C). 20 February 200 1. para 290; ho.<eculor v. Zigira'IJ"ira=o. Case No. ICTR-200 I· 
73-T. "'Doci>ion on the Pro>ecution Joint Motion for re-opening ;, Case arld for reconsideration of the 
3 I January 2001; Doti,ion on the Hearing of W<tncss Bagaragaza via Vidco--1ing", 16 November 2006, 
""'""· I 5. 16; Prruoc"'"' v. Nclram•higo. Case No KTR·200 1·63-T. "Oeoi"on on Defence Motion in 
Order to Admit in!O Evtdenoc the Certific<i Cop) Conform to the Original of the Extrajudicial 
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6. The Defence asserts that such exceptional circumstances exist here because 
the Statements, which allegedly speak to RPF infiltration in Government controlled 
areas in 1994, are necessary for the Chamber to consider in adjudicating the 
Accused's liabWty for Direct and Public Incitement of Genocide.8 According to the 
Defence, the Prosecutor's case for public incitement is based, in material part, on the 
theory that Government speakers used "code words" in making public speeches, such 
that otherwise innocuous words, including "enemy'' or "accomplices", would be 
understood by listeners to have a far more nefarious meaning, namely "Tutsis"." The 
Defence disputes this interpretation, arguing instead that Government leaders, when 
using such terms, were in fact referring to "members of the population, and to an even 
greater extent infiltrated members of the RPF, who were pursuing a covert war behind 
enemy lines, and who could properly be described as the 'enemy' or 'accomplices "'. 10 

The Defence submits that in order for the Chamber to determine whether or not to 
accept the Prosecutor's "code word" theory for public incitement, it must have before 
it evidence on whether the RPF had, in fact, secretly infiltrated Government 
territories.'' The Statements are said to evidence this fact 

7. The Prosecutor objects, arguing that !he Statements do not differ in substance 
or content from the testimony already given by several witnesses. Since evidence of 
RPF infiltration is already before the Chamber, the Prosecutor asserts that the 
uncovering of these additional statements cannot represent "exceptional 
circumstances" which would justify the reopening of Mugenzi 's defence. 11 

8. The Chamber recalls !hat several witnesses, both from the Prosecution" and 
Defence,14 have already testified to the fact, or accepted during the course of their 
testimony as a fact, that there were RPF infiltrators in Government controlled areas of 
Rwanda during 1994. The Chamber therefore agrees with the Prosecutor that this 
allegation, to the extent that it is relevant, is already part of the trial record. 

9. A.< the Statements do not present any previously unknown, relevant, and 
probative factual allegations, the Chamber thus finds that their only marginal value is 
to further assist the Chamber in assessing the credibility of the testimony and 
evidence already presented. This is far from exceptional, especially considering thai 
both Prosecution and Defence witnesses have, at the very least, conceded the fact 
which the Statements allegedly conf1rm. At this very late stage in the proceedings, 
the Chamber finds that the Defence has not demonstrated any exceptional 

Declaration of Prosecution Wl!n .. ses", 14 August 2007, pora_ 7, l'rrueclllor v Pau/me 
Nyirama.uhuko, COS< No. ICTR-97-ll·T. "DemiM on Nyiramasuhuko's Motion for Oisolosur< of 
DocumooiS under Rulo 68 and for Re-Opening of h<:r c,e", 29 Apnl 2003, pora. 49. 
'Molion, para 8. 
'/d., para. 2 
"ld, pan>. 4, 
"ld, para. 6. 
" Pro<eculor'< Responso, paras. 6· 7. 
"See, < g, Alison Des Forges, Tran<eflp! of2 June 20Q5, pp 33·)4; Ahson Des Fotges, TTan<enl'( of 
16 June 200>, pp 66, 12· 73; Alison De< Forges, Transcript of 8 lWle 2005, pp. 42-4)_ 
" See. e.g, Justin Mugenzi, Transcripl of 9 November 2005, pp. 66-72, Justin Mugonzi, Transcript of 
15 No,·embeo 21)!15, pp. 43, 46-48, 58· 59; Ju.tin Mugen7j, Transcript of 10 No•·embcr 2tHI5, pp. 44-45; 
Emmanuel 1\dindabahizi, Tran:;cnpt of l Ma) 2007, p. 56; Dr. Ruppol. Transcripl of J October 2006, 
p, 3_ 
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eire urn stances that would warrant reopening of ns case. This r•ut of the Motion is 
the efore denied. 

Re, uestfor Formal Disclosure 

10. In the Motion, the Defence also seeks fonnal disclosure of the Statements." 
Ho vever, the Defence fails to put forth any 'talUtory or legal ba,is under which such 
dis Iasure would be justified. 10 The Motion is completely devoic of any discussion of 
the standards to be applied in considering a motion for forml disclosure and the 
aprltcation of those standards to the facts m thts case. 

II The ProsecU!or, while objecting to the Motion in its entin:ty. similarly fails to 
ad< ress the legal standards and factual issues the Chamber must consider in assessing 
the fonnal disclosure request. 

12 As the Defence has failed to put forth the necessm·; legal and factual 
ar1 1ments for the Chamber to adjudicate the reque~t for fcomal disclosure, the 
Ch 1mber fmds that it is not m a position to dcctde the merits of the dtsputc. The 
M• lion is therefore Jenicd. 

F{ R THESE REASONS, the Chamber 

Dl NIES Justin Mugenzi's Motion for formal disclosure and for leave to reopen his 
de Cnce in its emiret;. 

AI Jsha, 3 November 2008 

" ~otion, p:rra. t6 
" ne Motoon '""'neither the Rules of Procodur< and E\·idcnce nor >1\V jorisptudcnco of tile Tribuna! 
.,; > legal baslS for tl>e t"omtol diselosur<. · 
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